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We prove that for any integer d multinomial coefficients satisfying some condi-
tions are exactly divisible by pd for many large primes p. The obtained results are
essentially the best possible. Also, we show that under some hypothesis q-multi-
nomial coefficients are divisible by pd.  2001 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Paul Erdo s asked many questions about divisibility of binomial coefficients
by prime powers. Some of these questions were answered of partially answered
by Sa rko zy [10], Velammal [11], Granville and Rammare [3] and Sander
[58]. Erdo s and Kolesnik [1] improved and generalized these results by
finding essentially the best possible lower bounds for a prime p such that
pa & [m, n]. Sander [9] studied divisibility of multinomial and q-multinomial
coefficients. He proved
Theorem A. Let a # N, p0 # R and =>0. For some c0=c0(k, a, p0 , =)
there is a prime p>p0 such that pa | [n1 , ..., nk ] if we have ni+nj>c0 and
|ni&nj |<(ni+nj )1&= for some i and j.
and
Theorem B. Let q # N, p0 # R and =0>0. Then for some c0=c0(k, p0 , =)
there is a prime p>p0 such that p2 | [n1 , ..., nk]q if q is a number satisfying
Artin’s conjecture Nq(x)tA(q) xlog x for some A(q)>0, and if k>3A(q),
n=n1+ } } } +nk>c0 and |n&knj |<n1&= for some j.
Theorem A is a simple corollary of related results on divisibility of
binomial coefficients and we improved it in [1]. Here we further improve
it in Theorems 14.
Since the case k=2 was studied in [1], we assume that k>2.
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Theorem 1. Let d and k be positive integers and let a # (0, 14), b1.
Denote m=Wd(k&1)X and r=(k&1)(1&[&d(k&1)]). Assume that
n1 , ..., nk are sufficiently large positive integers such that
(i) n=max njb min nj for some b1;
(ii) (n1+ } } } +nk)r&nn1&am ;
(iii) for all a

=(a1 , ..., ak) with |aj |Ak we have
m log B(a
















) and Ak are as in Lemma 3 below. Assume also that
m4(log b+1)(6k+(mk)k)<<log n,
where the constant implied in << depends on a only. Then any interval
[P1 , P1 ] with
max[n1m ; ((n1+ } } } +nk)(r+1))1m]<P<P1((n1+ } } } +nk )r)1m
and P1&Pn(1&a)m contains (4bk32kA1 } } } Ak&1)1&m (P1&P)log P
primes p such that pd & [n1 , ..., nk].
Since if P((n1+ } } } +nk)r)1m then pd | [n1 , ..., nk], the lower bound
from Theorem 1 is essentially the best possible. A simple corollary of
Theorem 1 is
Theorem 2. Let l<k be such that all conditions of Theorem 1 are satisfied
if we replace k with l. Then any interval [P, P1] contains 12(2l ) l(1&m)
(P1&P)log P primes p such that pd & [n1 , ..., nk ].
Indeed, since [n1 , ..., n l ] | [n1 , ..., nk], the Theorem follows.
Using Theorem 2 with l=2 we obtain an improvement of Theorem A.
If [n1 , ..., nk ] is close to the middle multinomial coefficient then we can
be more precise:
Theorem 3. Let d, m, r, P, P1 be as in Theorem 1 and let nj ( j=1, ..., k)
be sufficiently large positive integers such that |nj&n|n(1&a)m for some
a # (0, 1) and n=(n1+ } } } +nk)k. Assume that m4 log k<<log n. Then
[P, P1] contains rk1&m(P1&P)log P primes p such that pd & [n1 , ..., nk].
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$( j )=1 if j=k&1 and $( j )=0 if j<k&1, and
C( j )=|[(a1 , ..., am&1):
0a1k&1, ..., 0am&1k&1, a1+ } } } +am&1=j]|.
If the conditions (ii) or (iii) of Theorem 1 are not satisfied, we can prove
a slightly weaker result:
Theorem 4. Let d, m, r be as in Theorem 1. Assume that n=max nj
b min nj for some b1, (n1+ } } } +nk)n(k&r) and m4(log b+1)
(6k+(mk)k)<<log n. Let = be sufficiently small. Then there exist >>n1m&=
primes pn1m&= such that pd & [n1 , ..., nk].
We also improved Theorem B by proving
Theorem 5. Let q and d be positive integers and let n1 , ..., nk be positive
integers such that for some i and j the numbers ni and nj are sufficiently
large, ninj and log2 nj log log n j<<log3 n i . Assume that :, ;, K, m,
=0<12 are positive numbers satisfying [m&d, d] ;2d&m:3, m2 log K+
m3 log log(m log(2K ):)<<log P. Take P such that (2P)m+1=n1&=0j if
nin1&amj for some a<14 and (2P)
m+1=n1&=0i otherwise. Assume also
that
(i) |[ p # [P, 2P] : ordp q( p&1)K] |:Plog P,
(ii) Kl=1 |[ p # [P, 2P] : p#1(mod l )] |;Plog P.
Then there are :P(2 log P) primes p # [P, 2P] such that pd | [n1 , ..., nk]q .
It is well known [4] that if we take lPa for some a<1 then ?(P; l, 1)<
C(a) P(.(l ) log P), and since lK 1.(l)2 log K+1, the condition (ii) of
the Theorem is satisfied with KPa and ;=C(a) log K, and if (i) holds with
:(log P)&b and log KC1 log P(log log P)2 for some b>0 and C1 then one
can verify that the conditions of the Theorem hold if d<<log log P and
mtA log log P for some appropriate A. Of course, the condition (i) follows
from stated in Theorem B Artin’s conjecture but while it is weaker than
Artin’s conjecture it is very far from what is known at present: for all but
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o(Plog P) primes pP we have ordq pP12+=(P) where =(x) is any func-
tion tending to zero (see Paul Erdo s and Ram Murty [2]).
2. NOTATION
We will use the following notation. WxX&the smallest integer x; wxx&
the largest integer x; [x]=x&wxx; &x&=inf[ |n&x| : n # N]; f (x)<<g(x)
means that f (x)=O( g(x)); f (x)tg(x) means that f (x)<<g(x) and g(x)
<<f (x); f (x)rg(x) means that f (x)=g(x)(1+o(1)); e(x)=exp(2?ix);
|P|&the cardinality of the set P; [n1 , ..., nk ]=(n1+ } } } +nk)!(n1 ! } } } nk !);
n!q=(q&1)(q2&1) } } } (qn&1); [n1 , ..., nk ]q=(n1+ } } } nk)!q ((n1 )!q } } }
(nk)!q).
3. LEMMAS
We need four lemmas. Lemma 1 is well-known and Lemma 2 is a variation
of a well known result (see, for example, Lemmas 1 and 3 of [1]).
Lemma 1. Let /(x) be the characteristic function of [:, ;)[0, 1)
















where L=Wk(2?$)(2(k?$))1kX, aj=[e( j$&j;)&e(&j$&+j:)](2ij?)
(k sin( j?$k)( j?$))k and b j=&a j with : and ; interchanged.
Lemma 2. Let f (x) be (2r+1) times differentiable function such that for
all x # [N, N1] we have | f ( j )(x)|Fx&j (A+j ) j ( j=0, 1, ..., 2r+1) with
some Aexp(log2 N6 log F ) and some large F, N such that NN1&N
N1+uF&14, N1&NN34+u, 0<u<14, r=W2 log Flog NX. Assume that
for all but at most one j we have | j f ( j)(x)+xf ( j+1)(x)|Fx&j (A+j )&j.
Then S=N pN1 e( f ( p))<<A(N1&N) N
&cr&2r4u&2 log3 N where the
constant implied in << is absolute and c=min[1256; u120].
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Lemma 3. Let a # (0, 14), b1, k3 and let n1 , ..., nk be sufficiently
large positive integers satisfying:
(i) n=max[n1 , ..., nk]b min[n1 , ..., nk];
(ii) (n1+ } } } +nk)n(k&r) for some r # [1, k&1];
Assume also that P is an integer satisfying log B(a

)log P  mu=1 [u&a,




(2))|log P  mu=1 [u&a, u+a] where
a

= (a1 , ..., ak) { (0, ..., 0), n12  Pm  n1&a, B(a
)=|a1n1+ } } } +aknk |,
|ai |Ak and Ak is defined recursively by A1=5k52, Aj+1=(6bk32 jA1
} } } Aj )2+m(2k) ( j=1, ..., k&1).
Denote
P=[ p # [P, P1] : r[n1 p]+ } } } +[nk p]<r+1, 1&1k[n i pu]
(i=1, ..., k; u=2, ..., m)],
where P1&a5P1&PP. Then
|P|(4bk32kA1 } } } Ak)&m (P1&P)log P.
Proof. Let j be the integer such that
|a11n1+ } } } +a1knk |P1&a, ..., |ajjnj+ } } } +ajk nk |P1&a (1)
and min |bj+1 nj+1+ } } } +bk nk |P1+a, where |a1i |A1 , ..., |a ji |Aj
(i=1, ..., k), a11 } } } ajj{0, a ij are integers and the minimum is taken over all
b

=(bj+1 , ..., bk){(0, ..., 0), |bi |Aj+1 , bi are integers (i=j+1, ..., k).
By reordering ni if necessary we can assure that such jk&1 exists. If
j=0 then we take /1(x) and /2(x) to be the functions from Lemma 1 with































where l=(l11 , ..., lk1){(0, ..., 0) (2)
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Bl=>ki=1 bln , bl are the numbers from Lemma 1. We denote the last sum
in (2) with R and the subsum of R with |bli 1 |A1 for at least one i with
R1 . Evaluating R1 trivially we get
|R1 | :
jA1




































We denote cu=ki=1 l iuni . Since |b i1 |A1 the condition (iii) of the
Lemma implies that |c1 |P1+a. If jiu>Ak for at least one (i, j ), we
evaluate the corresponding part R2 of R&R1 trivially:
|R2 |(?(P1)&?(P)) :
j>Ak
1( j?)(8k2( j?))2k(8k2(Ak?))2k (P1&P)log P.
To evaluate R&R1&R2 we, for a fixed j, denote with v the integer
# [1, m] such that |cv |pv=max |cu |pu. The condition (iii) of the Lemma
implies that |cv |max |cu | pv&u&a so that the conditions of Lemma 2 are
satisfied with :=a20 and rlog nlog P. Using it we obtain |R&R1&R2 |
c1(P1&P) P&cm
2












&(8k2(Ak ?))2k (P1&P)log P.
If j1 then we take xi=Wni (a11 } } } ajj )X (i=j+1, ..., k) and, solving the
system (1) for n1 , ..., nj we obtain n=ki=j+1 clix i+yl (l=1, ..., j ), where cli
are integers,
|cli |2 jA1 } } } Aj , | yl |2 j (k&j) A1 } } } Aj+P1&a(1+A1) } } } (1+Aj&1 ).
We obtain: if i # [ j+1, k] then [ni pu]=[a11 } } } ajj[xi pu]+O(1p)]=
[ &a11 } } } a jj (k&r&12)  (n1 + } } } + nk ) + % i a11 } } } a jj $0 + O ( 1  p ) ] =
1 & n i(k & r & 12)(n1+ } } } +nk) + % i a11 } } } a jj $0+O(1p) =1&n i(k&r









b lixi(k&r&12)(n1+ } } } +nk)&%l (3bk)+o(1)=
=1&nl (k&r&12)(n1+ } } } +nk)+%l (3bk)+o(1).




[nip]=k&(k&r&12)+%3+o(1)=r+12+%3+0(1) # (r, r+1).
Replacing the characteristic functions of [;i&$0 , ;i+$0) by the func-

















































This will imply that 71(2bk32kA1 } } } Ak&1)v&m&1 (P1&P)(2 log P)&
2(4bk32kA1 } } } Ak&1 Ak)2k (P1&P)log P&2c1 m4(P1&P) P&cm
2
log3 P
which in turn will imply the Lemma. To prove (3) we assume that j is an
integer such that |a11n1+ } } } +a1knk |Pv&a, |ajj nj+ } } } +ajknk |Pv&a
and min |bj+1nj+1+ } } } +bknk |Pv+a where |a1i |A1 , ..., |aji |A j
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(i=1, ..., k), a11 } } } ajj{0 and the minimum is taken over all b
=










If j>0 then, as above, we solve the above system for n1 , ..., nj :




blini+yl (l=1, ..., j ),
where |bli |2 jA1 } } } Aj and | yl |2 j (k&j ) A1 } } } A j+Pv&a(A1+1) } } }
(Aj&1+1). Taking /3i(x) to be equal to the function /2(x) from Lemma 1
with m=2k, $=$0 2, [:, ;)=[1&; i&$0 , 1&; i+$0), ; i=x i 











&(8bk32 j A1 } } } AjAk)2k (P1&P)log P&c1(P1&P) m4P&cm
2
log3 P.
This proves (3) and Lemma 3.
Lemma 4. Let p be an odd prime and let q be a positive integer. Denote





Proof. If p | (q j&1) then h | j and, writing j=hpuj1=hb and qh=
1+apk with (a, p)=( j1 , p)=1, we obtain




and the Lemma will follow if we show that pu+2&r | [b&r, r] for all
r # [2, u+1].
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([rpi ]+[[bpi]&[rp i]]&[bpi ])=:
i
1
where the last sum is over all i such that [bpi ]<[rp i ]. Here [bpi ]=0
for i=1, 2, ..., u and, since rpr&1 for r2 and therefore [rp i]=rpi{0
for ir&1, we obtain ;pui=r&1 1=u+2&r. This proves the Lemma.
A simple corollary of Lemma 4 is the formula for :p such that
p:p & [n1 , ..., nl]q :




(w(n1+ } } } +n l )(hp j )x&wn1 (hp j )x& } } } &wnl (hp j )x




([n1 (hp j )]+ } } } +[n l(hp j )]&[(n1+ } } } +nl )(hp j )]). (4)
4. THE MAIN RESULTS








([n1 pu]+ } } } +[nk pu]&[(n1+ } } } +nk)pu]), (5)
uplog(n1+ } } } +nk)log p, and denote P1=P1(P, P1 , d)=[ p # [P, P1) :
:p=d]. To prove Theorem 1 we need to show that
|P1 |(4bk3A1 } } } Ak&12k)1&m (P1&P)log P.
If P<pP1 then we can take up=m in (5). Since [n1 pm]+ } } } +
[nk pm]&[(n1+ } } } +nk)pm]=r, we can assume that m>1. Since
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P # Pi $ [ p # (P, P1] : [n i pu]1&1k(i=1, ..., k; u=1, ..., m&1)], we











so that (3) of Lemma 3 implies that
|P1 |(4bk32kA1 } } } Ak&1)1&m (P1&P)log P
if n is large enough.
The proof of the first part of Theorem 3 is similar. We denote
P1=[ p # [P, P1] : &npu&kp&a=$ for some u # [1, m&1]].
If p  P1 then :p=m&1u=1 (k[np
u]&[knpu])+r for all p # [P, P1 ] so that
P"P1$[ p # [P, P1 ] : [npu]1&1k(u=1, ..., m&1)].
Also, if p  P1 then, denoting by /(x) the characteristic function of






















e( j1np+ } } } +jm&1npm&1)
+O( |P1 | ),
where j

=( j1 , ..., jk){(0, ..., 0) and aj=aj1 } } } ajm&1 .
Using Lemma 2 one can see that the last exponential sum is small
compared to the main term; also, using Lemmas 1 and 2 one can similarly
see that |P1 | is small, which proves the first part of Theorem 3.
To prove the second part we divide the set of all primes P0=n1m
log3 P into subsets
I1, j=[ p: l+jknpu<l+( j+1)k]





p=exp \ :pP0 log p+e
2P0,
we obtain N1(d )=exp(1 log p+O(P0)), where N1(d ) is the largest
squarefree integer composed of primes p such that pd & [n1 , ..., nk] and 1
is the sum over all such primes >P0 . If j<r then
Jl, j=I l, j & P=<; if j=r then
Jl, j=[ p # I l, j : [npu]1&1k(u=1, ..., m&1)];
if j>r then
Jl, j=. [ p # I l, j : 1&(au+1)k[npu]<1&auk(u=1, ..., m&1)],
where the union is taken over all non-negative a1 , ..., am&1 such that
a1+ } } } +am&1=j&r.
As above we use Lemmas 1 and 2 to evaluate
S l, j# :
p # Jl, j
log p
= :




p # Il, j
e(t1np+ } } } +tm&1np1&m) log p
=k1&mn1m[(l+jk)&1m&(l+( j+1)k)&1m]+O(log&2 n)],
(l=0, ..., l0 ; j=0, ..., k&1).
Adding all Sl, j we obtain
Nl (d )=exp \:l, j C( j&r) S l, j+O(n
1mlog2 n)=exp(n1m(c1+o(1))+ , (6)




Since N=N1(d ) } } } N1(d+r) exp(O(n1(m+1))) if r{k&1 and N=
N1(d ) exp(n1(m+1)) if r=k&1, we use (6) with (d+1), ..., (d+r) instead of
d and complete the proof of Theorem 3:
















+ } } } + :
k&1
j=1


















To prove Theorem 4 we take a sufficiently small $>0 and define the
set B=[b=log B(a(0))(u log n) or b=log B(a(1))&log B(a(2))(u log n):




) and Ak are defined as in Lemma 3. Since there are Bk=
2m(2Ak)2k numbers b # [1m&$, 1m], there exists a number : # (1m&$,
1m&=1) such that |:&b|$(2Bk)==1 for all b # B. We take P=n: and
P1=2P.
Since the conditions of Lemma 3 are satisfied with a==1 , we can use it
and complete the proof of Theorem 4.
To prove Theorem 5 we assume that (i, j )=(1, 2) and, since [n1 , n2]q |








([n1 (hp j )]+[n2 (hp j )]&[(n1+n2)(hp j )])
the Theorem will follow if we can show that
}{p # P : :

j=0
([n1 (hp j )]+[n2 (hp j )]&[(n1+n2)(hp j )])d=}
=|[ p # P : (n1 (hp j )]+[n2 (hp j )]
&[(n1+n2)(hp j )]=1 for d numbers j]|
:P(2 log P), where P=[ p # [P, 2P] : ordp q( p&1)K].
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P p2P, p#1(mod k)
:
j1 , ..., jd&1
‘
1 jm, j  [ j1 , ..., jd&1 ]
_(1+[(n1+n2) k(( p&1) p j )]&[n1k(( p&1) p j )
&[n2k(( p&1) p j )]).
The conditions of the the Theorem imply that |P|:P(log P) so that
to prove it we need to show that |S |:P(2 log P).
We denote P1=[ p # P : &nkp j &$ for some j # [1, m] and some
k # [1, K]], where $=:(cm log(2K )) and c an appropriate constant.
If p  P1 then























where a0=12 and al=&1(2il?) sin(2l?$)(2l?$) if l{0.




P p2P, p#1(mod k)
:















mj l j (( p&1) p j )+ ,
where l

=(l1 , ..., lm&d+1){(0, ..., 0), Al=a l1 } } } alm&d+1 and m j=n1 , n2 or
n1+n2 .
Using Lemma 2 to evaluate the above sum over p and a trivial estimate
 j a jlog(1$)+1 we obtain the last sum is c1 P1&cm
2 K log3
P(log(1$)+1)m&d+1.








P p2P, p#1(mod k) _5$+ :1lL ale(lknp
j )& .
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As above, we use Lemma 2 and obtain






P1&c0 (m+2&j )&2 log3 P
<<$m(log K ) P(log P)+KP1&c0 m 2 log3 P
so that the conditions of the Theorem yield
S<<;P(log P)[m&d, d] 2d&m&1+:P(8 log P)
+c1P1&cm
2
log3 P[K+logm(1$)]:P(2 log P).
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